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TOOLS
YOU'LL NEED>
•Tape measure and
straightedge

• Combination square
or framing square

"Clamps
• Drili/driverfitted

with lis-inch bit
•Jigsaw
• Random-orbit sander
• Paintbrush and roller
"Salety glasses

MATERIALS
TO BUY>
•4-by·8-loot sheet 01
'hinch birch plywood

•Two 5·loot lengths 01
%·inch PVC pipe

•Two 3/4-inch PVC
end caps

•120·gril sandpaper
• latex primer
• Exterior paint
• Colored Sharpies
• Card stock
"velcro tape
"String
"Clothesline clips

MAKE IT EASY Get
_ded step-by-step instructions and
doWnload temprates
for this and other family projects at
thisoldhouse.comlfamily

HEY. KIDS!
You can help with
measuring the
parts so your
parents can cut
them out.
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Layout the parts
> Using a tape measure and a straightedge. lay out
the five individual pieces of the lemonade stand on a
4-by-8-foot sheet of 'l2-inch birch plywood: the front,
two sides, the back-support crosspiece, and the top.

GEAR
Keep sleeves away
from saw blades and
spinning power
tools. Whenever the
jigsaw is on, safety
glasses are a must.

POWER TOOLS
Jigsaws are better
off in adult hands.
Older kids can
help use the drill or
sander with adult
supervision.

Project design by Edward Potokar

HAND TOOLS
Start your junior
carpenter off right!
Measuring and
painting are great
ways for kids of all
ages to get involved.

WHEN THE SUN IS HOT and kids are
bored, there's nothing better to get
them motivated than a project that
comes with a built-in reward, This
old-fashioned lemonade stand is
sure to spark some creative interest,
along with a bit of entrepreneurial
spirit. And with a few supplies from
the home center and tools you
already have on hand, you can
make it in a few hours. It's easy to
assemble-slotted construction
means no nails or screws-it's

sturdy and colorful. and it comes apart quickly for storage.
This versatile table is also good for indoor use, as a puppet
show theater or a science fair display.

There's a lot to keep kids busy with this project: They can
sand, paint. and make the sign. And once the table is all set up on
a busy stretch of sidewalk, they can mix up a pitcher of ice-cold
lemonade and prepare for the thirsty crowds to come running.

SAFETY
FIRST

Teach kids good
workshop habits

from the start. Here
are a few guidelines

for the tools used
in this project:

ILLUSTRATIONS CARL WIENS



TO PARENTS: Ajigsaw can
send dust and splinters flying.

Be sure everyone has
on safety g1asses.

Cut out the parts
> Secure the plywood to the worktable

with clamps before you cut. Using a

jigsaw. cut out the five parts.
> Mark slots 3 inches in from the edges on

the front. side. and back pieces-down
from the top on the sides and up from the bottom on

the front and back (see illustration). Make the slots

half as deep as the shorter piece in the connection.
> Using a drill/driver. make 'Is-inch holes at the

corners of the slots. Cut the slots with a jigsaw. using

the holes to turn the blade. Also. cut the corner

notches in the top piece.

Sand
the wood

> Using a random·orbit sander and
120-grit sandpaper. sand down

all the pieces so they are free of

splinters before you paint.

HEY. KIDS! You can help with
sanding-just make sure a parent

holds on to the sander. too. because
it moves a lot when it vibrates.

r-1 ONLINE BONUS Watch a video 01 buildin!!. this lemonade stand
'-' as well as other lamiJy projects-at thisoldhouse_com&mily


